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ABSTRACT

Modern Cloud Data Centers exploit virtualization for efficient resource management to reduce cloud computational cost and energy budget. Virtualization empowered by virtual machine (VM) migration meets the ever increasing demands of dynamic workload by relocating VMs within Cloud Data Centers. VM migration helps successfully achieve various resource management objectives such as load balancing, power management, fault tolerance, and system maintenance. However, being resource-intensive, the VM migration process rigorously affects application performance unless attended by smart optimization methods. Furthermore, a Cloud Data Centre exploits server consolidation and DVFS methods to optimize energy consumption. This paper reviews state-of-the-art bandwidth optimization schemes, server consolidation frameworks, DVFS-enabled power optimization, and storage optimization methods over WAN links. Through a meticulous literature review of state-of-the-art live VM migration schemes, thematic taxonomies are proposed to categorize the reported literature. The critical aspects of virtual machine migration schemes are investigated through a comprehensive analysis of the existing schemes. The commonalities and differences among existing VM migration schemes are highlighted through a set of parameters derived from the literature. Finally, open research issues and trends in the VM migration domain that necessitate further consideration to develop optimal VM migration schemes are highlighted.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Inefficient resource management policies poorly exploit system resources within Cloud Data Centers (CDC). CDCs are normally over-provisioned to assure high service availability and application quality of service (QoS) (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2013). On an average, 30% of cloud servers exploit 10–15% of resource capacity most of the time (Uddin et al., 2013). Circumscribed resource utilization results in astonishingly high CDC operational cost and energy usage. Google Data Centers are estimated to have consumed 260 million Watts of energy (0.01% of the world’s energy) in 2013 (Koomey, 2011; Server (2013)). Having adequate processing power, today’s CDC servers host plenty of applications for efficient resource management to optimize energy consumption.

To scale a CDC, virtualization exploits VM migration to relocate VMs both within and across CDCs to achieve various resource management objectives like server maintenance provisioning, power reduction, load balancing, and fault tolerance (Koomey, 2008; Voorsluijs et al., 2009). Further, a CDC provides the foundation for cloud computing (CloudCom) and is crucial to its economic growth.

CloudCom is a distributed computing model that offers highly reliable and scalable services to subscribers. Emerging technologies, including Vehicular Adhoc Network (VANET) (Whaiduzzaman et al., 2013), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), and mobile computing applications (e.g., online games, bio-medical image processing, etc.) (Khan et al., 2013) use cloud-hosted services (e.g. infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) (Kremer, Mell and Grance, 2011), and Software as a service (SaaS)) to improve and extend functionalities. For instance, Vehicular cloud computing (VCC) merges VANET and CloudCom to assist vehicle drivers to minimize traffic congestion, accidents, and travel time (Huang et al., 2014; Whaiduzzaman et al., 2013). Similarly, a sensor cloud merges WSN and CloudCom to improve remote healthcare, vehicular transport systems (VTS), and environmental monitoring (Kim et al., 2014; Wang and Fan, 2014, Whaiduzzaman et al., 2013) by exploiting cloud services. Virtualization technology, the backbone of CloudCom, proactively offers scalable services to customers.

Virtualization employs a hypervisor to proficiently manage several VMs running on a single physical server and to efficiently utilize cloud resources (Barham et al., 2003, Bughion et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2012; Younge et al., 2011). However, co-hosting multiple VMs degrades application performance due to high resource contention (Asberg et al., 2011; Habib, 2008; Hu et al., 2013; Nathan et al., 2013; Younge et al., 2011). To improve application performance, the migration daemon migrates VM(s) to a resource-rich server in order to reduce the degree of resource contention (Jeong et al., 2013; Shuja et al., 2012; Mishra and Jaiswal, 2012; Moura Silva et al., 2007; Pop et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2014). However, since VM migration is a resource-intensive process, application performance is significantly affected during migration (Barham et al., 2003; Clark et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2014). Bandwidth optimization techniques such as deduplication, compression, write-throttling, and dynamic rate-limiting optimize bandwidth utilization efficiency to enhance application performance (Deshpande et al., 2012; Gerofi et al., 2011, Hirofuchi et al., 2010; Sahni and Varma, 2012; Svärd et al., 2011). Furthermore, VM migration techniques migrate VMs either within LAN or WAN boundaries. However, while VMs migrate over WAN links, the migration daemon migrates storage besides VM memory. To optimize power consumption, VM migration technology uses server consolidation frameworks to switch off unnecessary servers (Deshpande et al., 2012).

This paper comprehensively reviews current VM migration schemes in cloud data centers and identifies challenges with migrating VMs across CDCs. The issues are thoroughly investigated while consolidating servers, and optimizing network bandwidth, storage, and dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS)-enabled power consumption. We meticulously review VM migration schemes and underline their strengths, weaknesses, and issues requiring further research. Novel thematic taxonomies for VM migration approaches for server consolidation and bandwidth optimization are proposed to classify existing literature. The critical aspects and significant features of existing VM migration techniques are inspected through qualitative and quantitative enquiries. We drive critical parameters from the literature to compare VM migration schemes for server consolidation, bandwidth, storage, and DVFS-enabled power optimizations methods. Finally, open research issues and trends in the VM migration domain necessitating further exploration to develop optimal techniques for VM migration in cloud data centers are discussed. The main contribution of this article lies in the categorization of frameworks/schemes based on thematic taxonomies, analysis of existing migration schemes by discussing implications and critical aspects, identifying issues in existing solutions, and highlighting recent trends in the VM migration domain.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses CloudCom, VM migration, DVFS technology, and server consolidation method. Section 3 presents a thematic taxonomy for the classification of server consolidation frameworks, existing server consolidation frameworks, and comparisons of existing frameworks based on parameters selected from literature. Section 4 presents a thematic taxonomy on bandwidth optimization schemes, and discusses state-of-the-art bandwidth, storage, and DVFS-enabled power optimization, followed by a detailed discussion on comparisons of existing schemes. Section 5 briefly discusses the research issues and trends in the VM migration domain. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion on potential future research directions.

2. Background

This section briefly overviews cloud computing, virtual machine migration, server consolidation, and DVFS enabled VM migration process.

2.1. Cloud computing

A Data Centre (DC) consists of interconnected servers organized into racks that represent a tree-based model for efficient resource management (Mahajan and Singh, 2013). A DC provides the foundation for implementing CloudCom services to offer subscribers elastic services (Armbrust et al., 2010; Niranjan Mysore et al., 2009). DC operators offer cloud services (Mahajan and Singh, 2013) based on the “Pay as you go” service model, to drive professionals (e.g., researchers, businessmen, etc.) to profoundly exploit cloud services (Buyya et al., 2010). The SaaS service model
(Mell and Grance, 2011) offers cloud-hosted applications, including Google Drive and Google Docs to customers. Similarly, the PaaS service model delivers tools and services like Google’s App Engine without the need for customers to manage the assigned resources (Khan et al., 2014). Furthermore, the IaaS service model (e.g., Amazon EC2) offers hardware resources such as storage and computational devices for remote storage and processing (Mahajan and Singh, 2013; Xing and Zhan, 2012). However, DC-based applications consume enormous amounts of energy that surge total DC operational cost and carbon footprint (Mell and Grance, 2011).

Inefficient resource utilization within the cloud significantly escalates power consumption by CDC equipment while increasing operational cost and carbon emission rates (Marston et al., 2011). Regarding CDC, rapidly growing energy demand of information and communication technology (ICT) equipment is a major cause of global warming due to the exponential CO₂ emissions growth (Ali et al., 2013). Virtualizing (KREMER; Wang et al., 2010c) ICT equipment reduces CDC energy demand through efficient resource utilization (Webb, 2008). Virtualization runs numerous VMs on a single hardware resource while respecting the application’s privacy by implementing strict isolation policies (server virtualization) (Shuja et al., 2012). Resources including CPU, memory, network bandwidth, and system cache are dynamically provisioned to a VM based on the performance requirements of VM-hosted workloads (Ali and Jing, 2013; Armbrust et al., 2010; Niranjan et al., 2009; Xing and Zhan, 2012). Virtualization exploits VM migration technology to consolidate server workloads to improve the CDC’s energy consumption (due to improved system resource utilization) (Webb, 2008).

### 2.2. Virtual machine migration

VM migration practice exploits live or non-live patterns to move a complete virtual server across physical machines to successfully attain load balancing (Shiraz et al., 2013b, Yao et al., 2014), power efficiency (Dong et al., 2013; Mishra et al., 2012; Shrivastava et al., 2011), fault tolerance (Nagarajan et al., 2007, NGUYEN et al., 2013; Thein and Park, 2009), and system maintenance (Asberg et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2013) within a DC. A live VM migration pattern guarantees continuous service provisioning to the hosted applications during the VM memory transfer process (Kapil et al., 2013; Shribman and Hudzia, 2013), whereas non-live VM migration (Kozuch and Satyanarayanan, 2002; Wang et al., 2010a) suspends application execution prior to memory image transfer (Aikema et al., 2012; Glazer and Tropper, 1993; Kozuch and Satyanarayanan, 2002, Kozuch et al., 2002; Milojić et al., 2000). Live VM migration is classified into pre-copy or post-copy methods. A pre-copy VM migration pattern (Clark et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2012) transfers complete memory image before resuming VM at the target server. Alternatively, a post-copy VM migration approach captures and transfers the VM’s minimum system state (e.g., processor registers, I/O device’s states, etc.) to the target server before the VM resume phase.

The life-cycle of pre-copy and post-copy migration patterns is depicted in Fig. 1. The pre-copy approach follows target server selection, resource reservation (at the target server), iterative pre-copy rounds, stop and copy, commit and resume phase (Fig. 1 (a)). In the pre-copy stages, the migration manager selects an appropriate server (with sufficient resources), reserves required system resources for VM, and iteratively copies dirtied memory pages to the target server until a stop and copy (final round) phase is
triggered to halt and transfer remaining dirty pages. Once VMs are synchronized, the commit and resume phase starts the VM at the target server and terminates the connection with the source server. The post-copy method (Clark et al., 2005; Hines et al., 2009; Shribman and Hudzia, 2013) starts with capturing the VM’s minimum state (e.g., CPU register’s state, I/O state), transferring the captured state, creating and resuming VM at the target server, and fetching memory pages from the source server until both VMs are completely synchronized (Fig. 1 b).

2.3. Server consolidation

Resource underutilization leads to substantial rise in DC operational cost and power consumption (Clark et al., 2005). Server consolidation (Ferreto et al., 2011; Wood et al., 2009) is among the methods that improve DC resource utilization efficiency by multiplexing several workloads on a few servers to reduce hardware cost, carbon footprint, and power consumption within a DC (Vogels, 2008). Server consolidation helps the DC operator avoid server sprawls by eliminating underutilized servers (Pop et al., 2012). Fig. 2 depicts an overview of server consolidation wherein the workload from an under-loaded server is shifted to under-utilized servers in order to increase resource usage efficiency. Prior to server consolidation, servers use a fraction of their total capacity, e.g. server 1 uses 60% of its peak capacity. The migration controller accesses the servers’ usage statistics (CPU, memory, network, etc.) using a nucleus module (a stub program) running within the physical servers. The controller triggers VM migration from under-loaded servers to underutilized servers to switch off the former and optimize the CDC power budget (Liu et al., 2013).

2.4. Dynamic voltage frequency scaling

DVFS decreases voltage or frequency scales to adjust the power a system consumes. However, decreasing clock frequency only applies to CPU power (Verma et al., 2008; Von Laszewski et al., 2009). Most DVFS-based power reduction schemes are based on advanced configuration and power interface (ACPI) (Shuja et al., 2014) specifications. ACPI defines four states for a server, including working (G0), sleeping (G1), soft-off (G2), and mechanical-off (G3). Working and mechanical-off states represent switched-on and switched-off states, respectively (Verma et al., 2008). Mechanical-off state means the system is not in running state, and OS must be restarted in order to resume the working state. Sleeping and soft-off are further divided into sub-states based on how the components are powered. During soft-state, computer components consume minimal power, and both user and system mode codes are not running. Also, the system consumes minimal power while in sleeping state as it appears switched-off. Compared to soft-state when a system is in sleeping state, there is no need to restart OS to switch to working state (Intel Corporation H-PC, 2005; Shuja et al., 2012).

3. Server consolidation

This section presents the taxonomy on server consolidation frameworks, a review of state-of-the-art server consolidation frameworks, and a comparison of existing frameworks based on parameters selected from literature.

3.1. Taxonomy of server consolidation frameworks

This section highlights and presents a thematic taxonomy for the classification of current server consolidation frameworks. Server consolidation frameworks are categorized based on five common characteristics among server consolidation frameworks, including Resource assignment policy, Architecture, Co-location criteria, Migration triggering point, and Migration model (Fig. 3).

Resource assignment policy describes the method chosen to grant resources to VM within a DC. Resource assignment policy attributes are either static or dynamic. Dynamic attributes proactively re-configure the VM based on workload demand. The static server consolidation method pre-assigns maximum resources to the VM upon its creation. The architecture parameter attribute describes server consolidation framework design. A decentralized architecture makes DC scalable as there is no risk of a single failure point. However, centralized server consolidation frameworks are prone to single failure point and are unreliable. The co-location attribute defines the criteria opted to co-host multiple VMs within a server. VM co-location criteria can be defined in terms of shared memory, communication bandwidth between VMs, power efficiency, and sufficient resource availability. The migration triggering point attribute labels the condition (When to migrate?) to decide on the appropriate time to migrate a VM. The migration triggering point attributes include heuristic-based migration triggering, historical data-based migration, intelligent-learned QoS, or scheduled adoption. A migration model describes the migration pattern chosen to migrate the VM among servers. During server consolidation, VMs are migrated either using pre-copy migration pattern or post copy method.

3.2. A review of server consolidation frameworks

The VM placement problem has been studied (Kakadia et al., 2013) to identify VM clusters based on communication cost between VMs in order to improve the performance of I/O and non-I/O intensive applications. Communication cost is a factor of communication rate and end-to-end network delay. The proposed framework exploits an access matrix, representing communication cost between different VMs (calculated offline); to identify bandwidth intensive VMs in order to form a VM cluster. The cost tree represents the communication cost between VMs serves to optimally place VMs according to the communication distance between VMs while traversed in bottom-up fashion. The framework suppresses unnecessary VM migrations to reduce the likelihood of SLA violation. However, the framework lacks in considering the effect of CPU and memory-intensive workloads during VM placement. For instance, co-hosting memory-intensive workloads harms system performance due to resource contention.
To avoid SLA violation due to aggressive server consolidation, an adaptive threshold-based dynamic server consolidation framework was proposed (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a). The framework uses CPU usage distribution and inverse cumulative probability functions for t-distribution to calculate lower and upper CPU utilization thresholds, which are adjusted based on workload nature. VMs are selected for migration according to the hosted workload behavior against dynamic upper and lower thresholds. To optimally place VMs, a bin packing model is exploited to sort the servers based on remaining CPU capacity using a modified best fit decreasing method in offline mode. Furthermore, the proposed framework considers CPU resource usage and power efficiency to place VM(s) on the selected servers. The power model used estimates power usage based on CPU usage, the nature of workload hosted within the VM, and power consumption when the server is idle. However, the proposed model lacks in considering the effect of inter-VM bandwidth behavior during workload consolidation.

Page sharing models and a sharing-aware VM co-hosting framework were proposed in Sindelar et al. (2011) to highlight the significance of VM page sharing in reducing memory footprint. The proposed framework exploited tree-based and cluster tree models to emphasize the page sharing potential among VMs by using OS type, OS versions, or software libraries (common) as hint functions. Additionally, the proposed framework has optimized the VM maximization problem that defines the most profitable set of VMs that can be co-hosted using dynamic server consolidation. Moreover, to formulate VM packing, the greedy approach is used to reduce the number of servers while respecting server capacity. As both these problems are NP-hard, the time complexity for solving these problems is very high. Also, the page sharing models and sharing-aware VM co-location based framework only consider memory sharing capability as a VM placement parameter, which is insufficient and can lead to aggressive VM migrations.

Memory buddies (Wood et al., 2009) are a memory sharing-aware server consolidation framework that uses a fingerprinting system (hashing (Hu et al., 2013) and balloon filter (Medina and García, 2014)) to efficiently determine the sharing potential of different VMs located within heterogeneous servers. Memory buddies have a smart module embedded called “Nucleus” within VMM to calculate and transfer (to control plane module) memory fingerprints. The control plane module is responsible for VM placement and hotspot detection. To consolidate VMs, memory buddies selects candidate servers by analyzing the memory usage level with a lower set threshold level. Upon server selection, sorted VMs are subsequently migrated to sorted servers and are placed based on sufficient resource availability besides high sharing potential. However, this framework does not address the method of determining lower threshold values. Memory buddies has focused memory usage to trigger the migration process, which alone is insufficient; as VMs similarity is also an important factor that needs to be considered.

A reactive post-copy enabled server consolidation framework is discussed in Hirofuchi et al. (2011) to optimize VM placement during random load changes. The proposed framework consists of three modules: load monitor, relocation planner, and VM controller. The load monitor collects system resource statistics such as CPU usage, disk I/O usage, network I/O, etc., to periodically update the database. The relocation planner decides whether the shared server is overloaded or under-loaded based on resource usage statistics analysis (via the load monitor) prior to calculating the relocation plans. The VM controller is responsible for executing migration and suspending/resuming the servers based on the relocation planner’s command. Alternatively, based on resource usage statistics, servers are switched on and off in the DC layer to handle the load. However, this framework focused only on CPU resources for deciding VM migration, and it does not consider power efficiency, workload nature and other resources (e.g., memory similarity between VMs).

The problem of VM consolidation was empirically examined in Beloglazov and Buyya (2010c) with focus on guaranteeing SLA and energy efficiency of the entire data center. The proposed framework handled the trade-offs between system performance and energy efficiency by eliminating hotspots detected within a server. A hotspot is detected when a server becomes heat-up due to resource-overloading that affects hosted application’s QoS. Several metrics considered in the study include current resource utilization, communication bandwidth, and system temperature for server consolidation. In the proposed system architecture, a local manger (residing on the server layer) chooses and suggests (to the global manager in an upper level in a tree) VM migration whenever system resource usage reaches a peak resource utilization level, the temperature exceeds a threshold value, or VM has extensive network communication with another node, to minimize the performance-energy trade-off. The server placement problem is resolved using semi-online multidimensional bin packing. However, the authors considered CPU resource usage as migration triggering point but ignored other factors like device temperature, affinity, and network traffic.

In Mi et al. (2010), an online self-reconfiguration based relocation framework was proposed to handle dynamic cloud-hosted workload demand. Brown’s quadratic exponential smoothing formula is employed to predict future demand of the running workload. Furthermore, genetic optimization is used to efficiently find an optimal reconfiguration policy. The proposed method, called genetic algorithm-based approach (GABA), finds the optimum reconfiguration for a set of VMs. By considering the count and locations of VMs, the number of PM (physical machines) is reduced significantly, and the algorithm converges within reasonable time. The advantages of GABA are the flexibility to self-reconfigure and efficient online searching to optimize the solution through diverse and complex conceivable reconfiguration spaces. However, GABA considers only one resource (CPU) for VM resource capacity calculation and migration-decision making. Others factors including the server’s component temperature, affinity among VMs, and network traffic patterns are not considered for decision-making during VM migration. These parameters affect the application QoS as well as result in migration stability.

A controlled VM migration system is discussed in Ferreto et al. (2011) to use linear programming (LP) formulation and heuristics to prioritize stable migration during server consolidation. LP formulation opts for physical server minimization as an objective function while considering the host’s peak resource usage and each VM mapping-guarantee as constraints for both static and dynamic consolidation. To avoid SLA violation, the proposed framework does not migrate VMs with steady usage workload; however, VMs with variable capacity can be migrated to reduce the number of physical servers. The reason why steady workload is prioritized is that varying VM capacity does not affect it. Furthermore, selected VMs are packed on a few servers (already sorted) using best fit decreasing, worst fit decreasing, and almost worst fit decreasing heuristics in offline mode when the overloading/under-loading condition is met. For static consolidation, mapping is performed only once based on workload peak resource demand compared to dynamic consolidation where mapping is done adaptively.

To optimize server consolidation frameworks, a SLA violation decision algorithm (Cao and Dong, 2014) was proposed to identify overloaded (SLA violation) hosts based on interquartile range (IQR), local regression (LR), robust local regression (RLR), and median absolute deviation (MAD) heuristics. For minimum power (MP) policy implementation, it selects a server for VM placement while considering the least energy consumption as an objective parameter. The proposed framework also decides SLA violations based on CPU
utilization statistics, as the CPU consumes a major share of energy within a DC. During the initial migration round, potential servers leading to SLA violation are identified. In the next round, VMs from these selected servers are iteratively migrated until all servers come out of the SLA violation zone. Similarly, to migrate VMs, it selects VMs with the highest CPU usage in the VM-to-migrate list to migrate them on the energy-efficient server. A VM-to-migrate list names all VMs that are migration candidates. Subsequently, the remaining VMs are migrated until a non-critical situation is attained.

A migration-based elastic consolidation framework (MECS) (Huang et al., 2013) consisting of four modules, including node agent, system monitor, resource demand predictor, and elastic scheduler, considers the dynamic workload nature and VM migration overhead while consolidating workloads. The system monitor and node agent supervise system resource usage to be exploited by the resource demand predictor modules for predicting CPU and memory usage by the application during the next “k” time interval in online mode. “k” is an arbitrary integer that represents the prediction-usages of the system resources (e.g., CPU, memory). The resource conflict prediction phase of MECS identifies a set of VMs that cannot participate in any VM migration activity (using an ARIMA resource predictor) to avoid SLA violation. Also, in the resource consolidation phase, MECS sorts VMs and investigates the feasibility of VM migration (available in to-be-migrated list) on available (under-loaded server) hosts while eliminating chances of SLA violation prior to VM placement on sorted physical machines (sorted based on capacity). The critical aspect is that this framework does not consider inter-VM communication cost while executing server consolidation VM placement.

3.3. Comparison of server consolidation frameworks

Table 1 compares server consolidation frameworks based on resource assignment policy, architecture, co-location criteria, SLA violation, migration triggering point, and migration model parameters selected from the literature.

The resource assignment policy attributes describe the method selected to assign system resources to VMs. These attributes are either static (Ferreto et al., 2011) or dynamic (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a; Mi et al., 2010; Wood et al., 2009). Dynamic resource assignment policy attributes (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010c; Miet et al., 2010; Wood et al., 2009) follow “resource on demand” mode to assign resources to the hosted VMs. A dynamic assignment policy (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010c; Hirofuchi et al., 2011, Kakadia et al., 2013; Mi et al., 2010) evolves by calculating the workload’s resource demands for each VM to re-configure it. Alternatively, a static (Ferreto et al., 2011) resource assignment policy configures VMs according to the workload’s peak resource demand in a single step (Ferreto et al., 2011). However, static assignment policies bind VMs to using only designated resources. Static attributes lead to application QoS degradation if the hosted application’s (dynamic workloads) resource demand grows substantially to satisfy SLA (Ferreto et al., 2011). Furthermore, static resource assignment exploits cloud resources inefficiently as resources remain idle most of the time. However, when using static resource assignment (Ferreto et al., 2011), fewer VMs can be packed onto one server compared to dynamic assignment (Nakada et al., 2009). Consequently, energy efficiency is lower for static resource assignment than dynamic assignment (Ferreto et al., 2011, Kakadia et al., 2013).

The attributes of server consolidation architecture describe the server consolidation framework design in order to achieve energy efficiency within a DC (Ferreto et al., 2011). Server consolidation framework architecture is categorized as either centralized (Hirofuchi et al., 2011, Kakadia et al., 2013, Mi et al., 2010, Sindelar et al. Sitaraman, 2011, Wood et al., 2009) or decentralized (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a, 2010c). Centralized architectural design is unreliable due to a single point of failure (Ferreto et al., 2011). Server consolidation frameworks exploit a consolidation scheduler (Mi et al., 2010) to collect resource usage statistics using a nucleus (a stub process) embedded within each host’s hypervisor. Centralized (Hirofuchi et al., 2011) architecture-based framework design uses a control plan layer to process the gathered resource usage statistics (Kakadia et al., 2013, Mi et al., 2010, Wood et al., 2009). However, if the control plan is compromised, availability and reliability are severely affected. In contrast, decentralized architecture (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a, 2010c) uses a global controller to control a set of servers (usually a cluster) within a DC. Similarly, a local controller manages a set of VMs residing on the same server by exploiting nucleus-generated resource usage statistics. The local manager reports the server’s health condition (resource usage and system components health) to the global controller/manager to migrate VM(s) for efficient resource utilization (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a, 2010c, 2013).

The migration triggering point attributes define “when to migrate” a VM to consolidate servers. An overloaded server affects residing and co-hosted applications’ performance; thus, optimal migration triggering point selection is crucial (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2013; Mishra et al., 2012). Several server consolidation frameworks reactively trigger VM migration using a predefined threshold (resource utilization level) (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c; Ferreto et al., 2011; Wood et al., 2009), whereas some frameworks (Hirofuchi et al., 2011, Mi et al., 2010) are proactive and decide on migration after analyzing workload behavior for a specified time period. Server consolidation frameworks select migration triggering points based on heuristic methods (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, Ferreto et al., 2011; Wood et al., 2009),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework (Ref.)</th>
<th>Resource assignment policy</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Co-location criteria</th>
<th>SLA violation</th>
<th>Migration triggering point</th>
<th>Migration model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net-aware Kakadia et al., 2013</td>
<td>DYNAMIC</td>
<td>CENTRALIZED</td>
<td>Affinity/IVMCM</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>AGH</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapt-threshold (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a)</td>
<td>DYNAMIC</td>
<td>DE-CENTRALIZED</td>
<td>CPU &amp; Capacity usage statistics</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>CHB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory-share (Sindelar et al., 2011)</td>
<td>DYNAMIC</td>
<td>CENTRALIZED</td>
<td>Shared memory</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory-buddies (Wood et al., 2009)</td>
<td>DYNAMIC</td>
<td>CENTRALIZED</td>
<td>Shared memory</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>CHB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive-cons(Hirofuchi et al., 2011)</td>
<td>DYNAMIC</td>
<td>CENTRALIZED</td>
<td>Affinity/IVMCM</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>CHB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy-thermal (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010c)</td>
<td>DYNAMIC</td>
<td>DE-CENTRALIZED</td>
<td>CPU &amp; memory</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>CHB</td>
<td>pre-copy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 1 Server consolidation framework's comparison.
4. Virtual machine migration optimization

During VM migration process, memory pages are iteratively moved across servers while intensely using underlying system resources. VM migration within LAN exploits network-attached storage (NAS) architecture to share the storage between communicating servers, whereas migrating a VM across WAN boundaries requires migrating large-sized storage (in addition to VM memory) over intermittent links. Further, VM migration schemes use DVFS methods to optimize the power efficiency within a server as shown in Fig. 4. This section presents and compares VM migration optimization schemes that consider bandwidth, DVFS-enabled power, and storage optimization to lessen the side-effects of VM migration process.

4.1. Bandwidth optimization

This section presents a thematic taxonomy, review of existing schemes, and comparisons among bandwidth optimization schemes, to effectively utilize limited network capacity in order to improve application performance during the VM migration process.

4.1.1. Taxonomy of bandwidth optimization schemes

Live VM migration schemes exploit pre-copy, post-copy, and hybrid patterns while effectively utilizing network bandwidth capacity. Existing schemes are classified based on optimization heuristics they exploit to efficiently utilize bandwidth capacity while migrating VMs across servers. The migration pattern optimizes bandwidth capacity by exploiting different methods as shown in Fig. 5.

Compression reduces VM memory size by using redundant features within the memory contents. Bandwidth optimization schemes use XBRLE, LZO, and RLE compression algorithms to compress/decompress memory contents. Pre-paging uses actively pushed memory pages as reference to predict the memory access pattern in order to transfer memory pages to the target server prior to page fault (post-copy case). Soft pages represent memory pages unnecessary for the system to work correctly after VM migration completion. Soft pages include state kernel objects and

---

**Fig. 4. VM migration schemes.**

**Fig. 5. Taxonomy of bandwidth optimization VM migration schemes.**
Similarly, intra-rack level deduplication identifies and avoids transferring similar memory pages within the rack. Alternatively, inter-rack deduplication suppresses the transfer of identical memory pages available within the rack. Similarly, intra-rack level deduplication identifies and avoids transferring similar memory pages located within the servers of different racks.

4.1.2. Review of bandwidth optimization schemes

Inter-racked live migration (IRLM) (Deshpande et al., 2012) employs deduplication to improve bandwidth utilization efficiency while migrating a group of VMs. Deduplication identifies similar memory pages and transfers only one copy using any VM. The proposed framework exploits a controller to find similar memory pages both within and across servers using QEMU/KVM thread. Further, to identify memory pages at the rack level, an index server hosts memory page hashes (source side). The index server is inquired prior to memory page transfer to access the memory page status. For previously transferred memory pages, QEMU/KVM pushes a page identifier only during VM migration. The receiver module of the IRLM framework uses a controller to accept and deliver memory pages to legitimate target servers. However, the proposed framework is very complex and computationally expensive due to large calculations involved (e.g., 160 bit hash value). The acceptability of the framework is limited to scenarios where pre-copying of memory pages is not always true. In another study (Zhang et al., 2010), hash-based compression works excellently in such scenarios. The proposed scheme (Svärd et al., 2011) applies binary XOR-based RLE (XBRLE) delta compression to improve VM migration performance. A Delta page is derived by performing a XOR operation between current and previous dirty pages (in case of cache hit). For further improvement, the delta page is compressed using a light weight compression algorithm (RLE). The critical aspect of the proposed method is the demand for larger cache memory and CPU cycles for compressing memory-intensive applications. XBRLE assumes that co-hosted VMs host similar workload and OS, which is not always true. In another study (Zhang et al., 2010), hash-based fingerprints use VM self-similarity ratio prior to compressing pages using a lightweight compression (RLE) algorithm in order to enhance bandwidth utilization efficiency.

Sonic migration (Koto et al., 2012) scheme tracks and avoids the transfer of soft pages during the VM migration process. Soft pages include free pages and soft-kernel state objects, which are already available at the target server. Prior to triggering migration, a guest kernel conveys soft page addresses to the VMM. Sonic migration creates a shared memory between VMM and guest kernel to communicate efficiently with little intervention of CPU resource. Prior to stop-and-copy phase initiation, VMM generates a signal for VM to update the shared memory. Resultantly, VM generates a hyper call for the hypervisor to trigger the stop-and-copy phase. The proposed scheme has the advantage that it does not influence hosted applications’ throughput by decreasing the total migration time. However, the proposed approach induces extra overhead on CPU and memory resources, affecting the application’s QoS.

Recently, the cloning trend efficiently manages DC. Cloning technology requires the code and data between different hosts to be strictly synchronized. A hash-based fingerprinting approach, MV-motion, was proposed (Zhang et al., 2013) to identify a similarity matrix among VM memory content. MV-motion generates metadata at both the sender and receiver servers, representing pages’ hash values to avoid duplicate data transfer. Furthermore, the sender communicates to the receiver metadata used by the receiver to generate a list of memory pages already available at the receiver. The copy-on-write (COW) method ensures metadata consistency at the receiver host. The critical aspect of MV-motion is the time complexity (preparation phase) and poor performance for dissimilar workloads. Also, cloning-based technology occupies massive bandwidth capacity owing to synchronization. The heavy network bandwidth usage by the VM migration daemon affects the hosted and co-hosted applications due to bandwidth contention.

A lightweight extension of KVM was proposed (Hirofuchi and Nakada, 2010) for VM migration within LAN links. The proposed scheme has an additional special device driver within the guest OS to transparently handle “on-demand” memory access queries. This scheme progresses by transferring CPU registers and device states to the receiver host prior to VM memory content migration using QEMU. Based on migrated device states, the receiver uses a QEMU process to resume VM with the received state (at receiver). To service the application’s I/O request, a kernel triggers a page fault handler process of the “VMEM” driver to pull the contents from the sender if memory pages are not already available. The VMEM driver is responsible for page fault handler implementation. Based on request, the VMEM module pulls and updates the shared memory at the receiver. In addition, QEMU also initiates a background thread to actively push memory pages (to the target). The advantage of VMEM-based migration is the freedom to work independently with no demand for a special driver to execute VM migration.

The proposed scheme in Sahni and Varma (2012) exploits a hybrid method (pre-copy, post-copy) to migrate VMs between servers communicating through Ethernet links. The entire VM migration process is divided into the preparation stage, down state, and resumes state. In preparation step, “access bit scanning” serves to identify VM working set. Access bit scanning identifies the most frequently accessed memory pages (called working sets). Next, the working set is transferred along the system minimum state to the destination. The third stage resumes the VM and pulls memory pages from the source server based on the application’s I/O requests. For network resource optimization, Lempel–Ziv–Oberhummer (LZO) (Van Bochoven, 2014) compresses memory pages prior to page transfer. The proposed approach has significantly improved application downtime, total migration duration, and total data transfer. Advantages include successful reduction of total migration time and downtime.

In Hines et al. (2009), an optimized post-copy VM migration scheme was proposed that exploits on-demand paging, active push, pre-paging, and dynamic self-ballooning optimizations to pre-fetch memory pages at the receiver host. Active push transfers memory pages to the target server and ensures that every page is sent exactly once from the source server. The proposed scheme significantly reduces I/O network page faults by growing bubbles around the current page fault (pre-paging) based on spatial locality heuristics. Similarly, dynamic self-ballooning does not transfer free pages to the target server to efficiently utilize available network bandwidth. However, the performance of this approach is severely affected by prediction accuracy (e.g., spatial locality) selected to transfer neighboring memory pages prior to page fault occurrence. Besides, growing bubbles around the pivot memory page to transfer neighboring memory pages does not always improve VM migration performance, especially when write-intensive applications are hosted within migrated VMs.
VMFlock (Al-Kiswany et al., 2011) is a distributed migration approach that exploits deduplication within a group of VMs hosting identical workloads to reduce memory size and improve network performance. Hashing and distributed content addressing helps to execute deduplication both within and across DC servers. Moreover, the authors introduced a novel approach design to boot VM at the destination rapidly by logging and prioritizing the transfer of booting-related blocks. VMFlock contains a VM profiler and launch pad to identify the VM memory area necessary to boot the VM image and launch the application, respectively. The VM launch pad asks the source server for any memory page required for booting that is not available at the receiver server due to slightly different boot start-up methods at various CDCs. However, VMFlock requires sufficient CPU cycles to complete the whole migration process and locate booting-related memory pages. VMFlock presents reasonably reduced migration time and duration.

A three-stage copy approach (Yin et al., 2014) was proposed to ensure that memory pages can be transferred at most twice during the complete migration process. To reduce total migration time, the proposed scheme ensures that memory page faults occur within a small part of dirty pages. Three-stage copy follows full memory copy, dirty bitmap, and dirty page copy phases during VM migration. The full memory copy phase moves all the memory from the source to the target server while continuously servicing running applications in parallel to dirty page logging. Throughout the dirty bitmap copy round, the migration controller suspends the source VM and copies the recorded dirty memory to the destination. The three-phase copy round resumes the VM at the target server and exploits active push and on-demand paging methods to fetch memory pages from the source server. The proposed scheme is useful when considering automatic load balancing.

### 4.1.3. Comparison of bandwidth optimization schemes

Table 2 illustrates a qualitative comparison of VM migration schemes based on selected parameters to highlight commonalities and variances in existing bandwidth optimization schemes. Live VM migration schemes follow either pre-copy (Deshpande et al., 2012; Koto et al., 2012; Svärd et al., 2011), post-copy (Hines et al., 2009; Hirofuchi et al., 2010), or hybrid (Sahni and Varma, 2012, Yin et al., 2014) migration patterns to migrate VMs across servers. VM migration approaches use optimized network bandwidth so VM can cope with large data (up to several hundred gigabytes). Migration optimization exploits deduplication (Deshpande et al., 2012), compression (Svärd et al., 2011), fingerprinting (Zhang et al., 2013), and dynamic self-ballooning (Hines et al., 2009) to improve application and network performance. Moreover, an optimization method presents additional overhead on shared resources like CPU, memory, or cache while optimizing VM migration performance parameters such as downtime, total migration time, and application QoS. Many VM migration approaches have optimized application downtime (Geroﬁ et al., 2011; Hines et al., 2009; Svärd et al., 2011) and total migration duration (Deshpande et al., 2012, Geroﬁ et al., 2011; Hines et al., 2009; Koto et al., 2012; Svärd et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013) by employing optimization and avoiding aggressive migration termination (a case of pre-copy). However, only few schemes (Geroﬁ et al., 2011, Svärd et al., 2011) consider the application’s QoS degradation while migrating VMs across servers within a DC.

### Table 2

Bandwidth optimization scheme comparison (Qualitative).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme (Ref.)</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Migration overhead</th>
<th>Migration purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IR (Deshpande et al., 2012)</td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Deduplication</td>
<td>CPU, memory</td>
<td>Power-down rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLE (Svärd et al., 2011)</td>
<td>POS</td>
<td>N &amp; A</td>
<td>Compression</td>
<td>CPU cache</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON (Koto et al., 2012)</td>
<td>HYB</td>
<td>N &amp; A</td>
<td>Soft-Pages suppression</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLO (Zhang et al., 2013)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Hash-based fingerprinting</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM (Hirofuchi et al., 2010)</td>
<td>N &amp; A</td>
<td>LZO compression</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Instantaneous relocation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZO (Sahni and Varma, 2012)</td>
<td>N &amp; A</td>
<td>Background, On demand</td>
<td>CPU, Cache</td>
<td>Mixed-mode workload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBAL (Hines et al., 2009)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N &amp; A</td>
<td>Self-ballooning, compression</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM-flocks (Al-Kiswany et al., 2011)</td>
<td>N &amp; A</td>
<td>Deduplication</td>
<td>Memory Cache</td>
<td>Scalable migration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three stage (Yin et al., 2014)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Load balancing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Table 3

Bandwidth optimization scheme comparison (Quantitative).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme (Ref.)</th>
<th>Hypervisor</th>
<th>No. of VMs Migrated</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Downtime</th>
<th>Migration time</th>
<th>Network traffic reduction-rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IR (Deshpande et al., 2012)</td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Net-Perf UDP-STR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>26% reduction</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLE (Svärd et al., 2011)</td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LM-Bench</td>
<td>0.29 s</td>
<td>65 s</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON (Koto et al., 2012)</td>
<td>Xen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Post Mask</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>68% reduction</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLO (Zhang et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Xen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hadoop-Load</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>16–53% reduction</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM (Hirofuchi et al., 2010)</td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Spectweb2005 Bank</td>
<td>3 s</td>
<td>Pre-copy:65 s</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZO (Sahni and Varma, 2012)</td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Pre-copy:10 s</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBAL (Hines et al., 2009)</td>
<td>Xen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SpectWeb2005 Net-perf</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Post-copy:8 s</td>
<td>7–13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM-flocks (Al-Kiswany et al., 2011)</td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Spree-commerce</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>35 min</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three stage (Yin et al., 2014)</td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 illustrates the objective of VM migration schemes. For instance in (Deshpande et al., 2012) entire rack migration was considered while provisioning maintenance at the rack level. Similarly, in (Geroﬁ et al., 2011), replicating a VM across cloud servers was considered to avoid service unavailability. In (Shah and Varma, 2012), mixed workload hosted inside VM was taken into account while migrating VMs from one DC to another.

Table 3 debates a detailed quantitative comparison of bandwidth optimization schemes. Different bandwidth optimization live VM migration schemes result in varying application downtime and total migration time based on the nature of workload hosted within the migrant VM, type of network link, number of concurrent migrant VMs, and type of hypervisor selected to manage server resources. Bandwidth optimization schemes efficiently reduce the total migration time and downtime compared to original Xen/KVM-based VM migration schemes. For instance, IR (Deshpande et al., 2012) reduces up to 26% of the total migration time compared to the original KVM-based VM migration method, through deduplication optimization. Also, IR reduces 17% of the network traffic by eliminating redundant VM memory pages while running new-perf workload during VM migration process.

4.2. DVFS-enabled power optimization

DVFS technology (Bambagini et al., 2013; Beloglazov, 2013, Guerrero et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013, Wu et al., 2013) makes use of the relation of voltage, frequency, and processor speed \( P = V \cdot f \), where \( P \), \( V \), and \( f \) symbolize power, voltage, and frequency, respectively to adjust CPU clock rate (Shuja et al., 2012). Varying voltage and frequency adjusts CPU clock-rate to enhance energy efficiency within DC. However, DVFS application is limited to the CPU (Lee et al., 2013). For reducing power consumption, software and hardware optimization approaches are proposed (Guerrero et al., 2014; Shuja et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013) to cut the total cost of data centers.

A power capping-based VM migration scheme was discussed in Jeong et al. (2013) that prioritizes the VM migration daemon to free the source server as soon as possible for quick maintenance provisioning. Total migration time is affected by configured VM memory size, limited bandwidth available, and type of workload hosted within a VM. VM migration helps reduce power consumption budget by migrating VMs; however, power consumption within a server suddenly surges during VM migration. To overcome this, the proposed scheme has reduced processor clock rate to lemmatize power consumption within a certain limit. However, not all CPU models support CPU clock rate adjustment to minimize power usage. To overcome the limited support offered by CPU architecture for DVFS application, the proposed approach considers “VM CAP” value to reduce power consumption. The VM CAP-based method sets “0” as a default value, signifying that VM can use unlimited free resources. By varying the value between 0 and 100, VM is restricted to limited processor time. The critical aspect of this approach is that it is only applicable for processors with DVFS support.

PMapper (Verma et al., 2008) is a power-aware application placement framework that considers power usage and migration cost while deciding on application placement within a DC. The PMapper architecture is based on three modules, namely performance manager, power manager, and monitoring engine. The performance manager holds the global view of the application in terms of QoS and performance SLA. The power manager triggers a power management module to adjust the CPU clock rate at the hardware level (e.g., DVFS application) when needed. Furthermore, the monitoring engine module gathers server/VM resource usage and power state statistics before forwarding them to the power and performance managers to adjust VM size to meet SLA. For optimal VM placement while considering power efficiency and application SLA, PMapper uses bin packing heuristics to map VMs on a suitable server. Moreover, during VM migration, the power manager adaptively applies DVFS to balance power efficiency and SLA guarantee.

Lago allocator (a scheduling algorithm) was proposed (Von Laszewski et al., 2009) to utilize DVFS and fan-control methods to limit the power consumption budget within a DC. The proposed scheduler dynamically checks application processing demands and optimizes energy consumption on-the-ﬂy using DVFS. The Lago allocator accesses system resource usage statistics, total resource allocation, and power consumption level prior to placing the workload on a particular server. Furthermore, it sorts the servers (based on resource usage and power consumption) to choose the most suitable server (based on resource availability and power consumption estimates) to host the workload. It allocates workload based on minimizing energy consumption policy. It also identiﬁes underutilized servers according to resource usage statistics and migrates the load to other servers to shut down servers for power efﬁciency. However, this approach does not address how the threshold for deciding a host’s under-loading condition is calculated.

Wang et al. proposed a feed-back (Wang et al., 2008) based loop controller to manage the power consumption of a group of servers using a uniﬁed control architecture. This architecture is based on adaptive DVFS-enabled power efﬁciency controller, hierarchical controller for power capping, and an architecture to integrate power efﬁciency with power capping. The proposed scheme assigns a power budget to the workload based on the previous interval’s power consumption budget. The control system architecture design consists of an efﬁciency controller, server capper, and group capper. The efﬁciency controller is responsible for tracking the demands of individual servers, whereas the server capper throttles power consumption according to feedback. Alternatively, the group capper throttles power consumption at the server group level (using DVFS). In addition to power distribution unfairness, the proposed scheme assumes the server group conﬁguration and power supply structure are ﬂat; however, they are actually hierarchical.

Table 4 presents a comparison of DVFS-enabled power optimization schemes to highlight commonalities and variances in existing schemes based on description, evaluation, architecture, type, and chosen workload parameters. All schemes discussed above reduce power consumption during VM migration to (a) prioritize VM migration, (b) optimally schedule the VMs, and
4.3. Storage optimization

In a DC, servers access the shared storage (NAS) through high-speed LAN links. However, storage sharing between sender and target servers at distant locations over the Internet is inappropriate because of higher latencies offered by WAN links (Ramakrishnan et al., 2007). Therefore, migrating a VM beyond LAN boundaries requires storage migration in addition to memory and network redirection to meet several objectives such as high availability, security, and performance enhancement (Hirofuchi et al., 2009a). In this section, state-of-the-art storage migration (across WAN) schemes and architectures are discussed.

Prototype implementation of I/O blocked live storage migration (Hirofuchi et al., 2009b) rapidly relocates disk blocks within WAN links with minimum impact on I/O performance. The proposed model consists of two components, target server and proxy server connected to source and destination servers through a network block device connection (NBD) (Morrison and Schmittlein, 1988). Disk blocks are relocated transparently using “on demand” and “background copy” (transfer frequents accessed blocks) based block fetching techniques, by prioritizing the former over the latter. During the background copy phase, blocks are chosen and migrated based on the spatial locality reference method. The on-demand method fetches memory blocks from the source when they are not available at the destination server. Whenever the destination storage is completely synchronized with the source, the connection is demolished to release source server resources. However, the proposed approach does not write back data at the sender host for the sake of availability.

In case of connection failure during storage migration, the hosted application’s performance significantly degrades and the system may crash. A detailed performance evaluation of Hirofuchi et al. (2009b) is presented in Hirofuchi et al. (2009a) to highlight its significance for I/O performance using several workloads. The limited WAN bandwidth degrades the live storage migration process. Therefore, to efficiently utilize bandwidth capacity, the background copy method is improved with compression using the LZO algorithm to reduce total transferred data for storage synchronization and migration time. LZO is a lightweight protocol used to reduce input data content. Introducing compression enhances network performance in terms of bandwidth utilization. The experiments revealed that I/O performance improved significantly compared to conventional remote storage migration methods in terms of total migration time and cache hit ratio.

Bitmap based storage migration scheme (Moharana, 2011) has employed simple hash algorithm such as SHA-1 to create and transfer a list of storage blocks (called sent bitmap) to the destination server. At the destination server, a sys-bitmap of already available storage blocks is generated by comparing destination storage digests with sent-bitmap. In response, source hypervisor only transfers non-available storage blocks based on sys-bitmap in parallel to dirty log generation (sys-bitmap updating). During halt-copy phase, sys-bitmap is transferred along dirty blocks and CPU state. After resuming VM at receiver, dirty blocks are migrated on demand in parallel to background copy. This approach has significantly reduced amount of blocks to be transferred to improve network performance. However, the performance of designed approach ruined if receiver server running applications update the storage blocks frequently.

A similar but enhanced approach of Moharana (2011) is discussed in Luo et al. (2008), which deploys two algorithms (TPM and IM) for complete system migration, including VM memory, storage, and CPU state between two servers. Three-phase migration (TPM) iteratively migrates storage blocks from source to destination in parallel to bitmap logging. During the stop-and-copy (second) phase, only block-bitmaps (bit “1” represents dirty page and “0” represents clean) along dirty pages and device state are transferred. In the third phase, based on block-bitmap, the storage at sender and receiver is synchronized using the push and pull method. However, in order to migrate back VMs after server maintenance, an intelligent incremental migration (IM) approach is proposed that only transfers blocks that are updated after migration from the source to reduce migration time and total migration data.

Table 5
Storage migration schemes comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme (Ref.)</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Storage model</th>
<th>Hypervisor tool</th>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBD (Hirofuchi et al., 2009b)</td>
<td>Minimizing impact of disk migration on I/O performance</td>
<td>Pre-copy</td>
<td>Xen, KVM</td>
<td>Spatial locality</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZO (Hirofuchi et al., 2009a)</td>
<td>Transparently relocating I/O operation during storage migration improving service performance &amp; migration time</td>
<td>Pre-copy</td>
<td>Xen</td>
<td>Data compression (LZO)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap (Moharana, 2011) TPM</td>
<td>Optimizing downtime during whole system migration</td>
<td>Post-copy</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Block bitmaps</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Simulation (CloudSim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luo et al., 2008</td>
<td>Optimizing storage I/O operations (workload aware)</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Xen</td>
<td>Block bitmaps</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Simulation (CloudSim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context-aware (Ramakrishnan et al., 2007)</td>
<td>Cooperative, context aware storage migration</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Check pointing</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload-aware (Zheng et al., 2011)</td>
<td>Optimizing storage I/O operations (workload aware)</td>
<td>Pre-copy</td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>Spatial, temporal, &amp; access locality</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The workload-aware storage migration algorithm (Zheng et al., 2011) benefits from spatial locality, temporal locality, and access popularity heuristics to optimize data transfer and improve storage I/O performance during storage migration against a variety of workload range. Rather than copying all storage from source to target server, the proposed scheme deliberately computes a schedule for storage transfer at a particular granularity level (called chunk). The application’s I/O history forecasts the candidate blocks for expected future read/write operations based on predictions using heuristics. The proposed scheduling algorithm defers the transfer of frequently written chunks (multiple blocks’ units to reduce I/O traffic) to relieve network resources. However, frequently read chunks are demanded on priority at the receiver side to reduce I/O traffic across the network. Chunk size significantly affects overall performance; however, maintaining workload history is costly because it requires additional memory resources.

Inter-site storage migration schemes severely suffer from limited shared bandwidth capacity. Table 5 compares existing storage migration schemes in terms of objectives, storage model, hypervisor management tool, optimization method, reliability, and evaluation-setup features. The objective parameter refers to the main focus of live storage migration optimization scheme. Storage migration schemes exploit pre-copy, post-copy, or hybrid live VM migration methods to migrate storage across servers using different management tools such as KVM, XEN (Wang et al., 2010b), etc. Storage migration schemes exploit diverse optimization techniques such as spatial locality (Hirofuchi et al., 2009b), compression (Hirofuchi et al., 2009a), and block-bitmaps (Luo et al., 2008) to transparently migrate storage blocks while reducing migration impact on service performance. The reliability feature highlights whether the proposed storage migration schemes are trustworthy or not (Luo et al., 2008; Ramakrishnan et al., 2007). Unreliable storage migration methods do not consider network/system outage during storage migration. Highly reliable (Mohara, 2011; Ramakrishnan et al., 2007) storage migration schemes migrate storage disks in parallel to VM image transfer in order to reduce the likelihood of SLA violation.

5. Discussion on research issues and trends

This section presents several research issues, challenges, and trends regarding server consolidation, VM memory, and storage migration. The major issues with server consolidation for power efficiency include aggressive consolidation decisions, un-controlled migrations, non-optimal VM placement, SLA violation, accuracy issues in workload demand prediction, and overlooking security concerns. Similarly, for VM memory and storage migration, the major issues include resource-hungry optimization designs, lack of intelligent pre-copy round termination, large VM data size, and poor network resource usage during system migration. In the following section, the aforementioned issues and VM migration trends are briefly discussed in reference to the literature.

Aggressive server consolidation frameworks (Hirofuchi et al., 2011; Wood et al., 2009) aim to pack the maximum number of VMs onto few servers for the sake of energy efficiency within Cloud Data Centers. Co-resident VMs (within a DC) share system resources, including CPU, system cache, memory, and network resources (Sindelar et al., 2011, Tziritas et al., 2013) to execute tasks. However, while co-hosting workloads, the majority of server consolidation frameworks considered only one (seldom two) system resource(s) while consolidating workloads but no other factors (e.g., CPU, memory, bandwidth, system cache, power), resulting in system instability (Kakadia et al., 2013). Non-optimal VM placement within a DC causes inefficient resource management, which results in application service degradation. In addition to achieving energy efficiency, another major concern of cloud operators is avoiding SLA violations during server consolidation to ensure customer satisfaction. The SLA between operator and customer is agreed upon based on several parameters, such as the number of resources available all the time, end-to-end delay, jitters, throughput, and the application’s query drop rate. However, a limited number of server consolidation frameworks (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2013; Ferreto et al., 2011, Kakadia et al., 2013) considered SLA violation during the consolidation process. Unnecessary and uncontrolled migrations (Hirofuchi et al., 2011; Mi et al., 2010, Sindelar et al., 2011; Wood et al., 2009) are the main reasons for SLA violation. Most server consolidation frameworks follow static thresholds to trigger migrations for server consolidation, which results in unnecessary migration (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010a). One solution would be to use QoS-enabled migration triggering points, which would improve the application’s QoS during server consolidation by reducing redundant migrations. For controlled migration decisions, machine learning-based adaptive threshold schemes can be designed to calculate thresholds based on multiple factors, such as power level, CPU usage, memory status, temperature, and communication patterns to decrease the likelihood of SLA violations. However, implementing a server consolidation process poses several challenges. The first challenge concerns accuracy while estimating the resource demand of cloud-hosted applications. Application profiling can help while estimating resource demands of currently hosted applications (Liu et al., 2013). The second challenge is the optimal distribution of VMs over physical machines. The optimal distribution of VMs is trivial due to the dynamic resource demand of hosted applications. The third challenge entails balancing server workload across servers at runtime (Pop et al., 2012; Vogels, 2008). Another important aspect that is ignored in server consolidation is security, which must be considered while co-hosting VMs within servers. Before VM placement, server consolidation schemes should check VM identity, so as not to ruin system performance. To handle this issue, the target server should use some authentication models to check VM identity before placing it in the server.

VM migration is a resource-intensive operation, demanding abundant system resources such as CPU cycles, bandwidth capacity, and system memory during VM memory transfer between communicating servers (Deshpande et al., 2012; Koto et al., 2012; Svárd et al., 2011) due to large VM memory size, unpredictable workload nature, and application QoS as agreed by customer and provider. VM migration rigorously affects the hosted and co-hosted applications’ performance due to high resource contention among running applications and VM migration daemon (Hirofuchi et al., 2010). Optimization technologies such as deduplication (Deshpande et al., 2012), compression (Hirofuchi et al., 2010), and delta-based content suppression (Geroff et al., 2011) work efficiently for specific workload types. These optimization approaches perform poorly when a non-ideal workload is hosted. For instance, deduplication approaches are efficient when source and destination servers host similar workloads. If the workloads (along with the host OS) are different, the running applications’ performance is severely degraded. It is necessary to design an optimization approach that can proactively adopt optimization schemes based on learned workload behavior to decrease the trade-off between resource usage and optimization efficiency in case of dissimilar workload hosting. Furthermore, the optimization approaches mentioned above consume many system resources on computationally expensive operations, such as compressing memory pages, finding a similarity index among memory pages using deduplication, and generating page hashes (Deshpande et al., 2012; Geroff et al., 2011; Hirofuchi et al., 2010). Lightweight optimization schemes should be designed to reduce the burden on available resources. Similarly, pre-copy iterative dirty-copy rounds are
costly if not properly managed, as similar memory is copied over and over. The iterative rounds are terminated once a favorable stop-and-copy point is encountered (Koto et al., 2012). The proposed schemes trigger a stop-and-copy phase when iterative rounds are no longer progressing, or when the dirty rate is constantly higher, becomes lower than in previous rounds, or it reaches a predefined threshold. All these solutions lead to unnecessary migration triggering due to instantaneous migration termination decisions (Geroffi et al., 2011). One way to optimize the termination point is to design a dynamic termination approach that considers the workload nature while deciding on iterative round termination. For example, for applications that prioritize turnaround time over downtime, it is better to terminate the pre-copy rounds after a few iterations. However, for applications whose top priority is downtime, it is better to seek suitable timing to terminate the iterations at the cost of bandwidth capacity. Complete system migration performance is affected as both storage and VM memory share the same network link during migration across WAN links. A better solution is to schedule storage and VM memory migration on heterogeneous communication links to optimize system throughput.

Nowadays, smart-phone technology is experiencing an unremitting renewal phase (Khan et al., 2013). Smart-phones offer adequate resources in terms of large numbers of CPU cores, increased physical memory, more cache, and storage to host new, emerging mobile applications (e.g., high-performance computing applications). However, the smart-phone application development rate is superior to smart-phone resource capabilities. Today’s rich mobile applications are multi-tiered, context-aware, and power-efficient (Abolfazli et al., 2014). The rich mobile application features demand adequate system resources due to computationally expensive operations involved in application execution (Shiraz et al., 2013a). To overcome the issue of smart-phones’ limited resource capacity, emerging mobile applications exploit VM migration technology to migrate hosted VMs to the cloud for execution (Sanaei et al., 2014). Resource-intensive workloads are intelligently offloaded to benefit from cloud resources (Shiraz et al., 2013a; Shiraz and Gani, 2012). Clone-based migration (Chen and Noble, 2001) assists the migration daemon to track and identify the VM memory portion that is repeatedly updated in a specified period of time before seamless transfer to the cloud. The advantage of cloning is that cloud-cloned machines can recover VMs in case mobile VMs crash. However, the major concern with using clone-based technology is the strict synchronization required between source and target clients. Key issues in migrating VMs from smartphones to the cloud include limited bandwidth availability, energy consumption while transferring and receiving data to and from the cloud, inability of mobile phones to use compression-based approaches due to resource limitations (battery usage), and the characterization of application parts to be migrated. Overlay extraction and transferring via 3G/Wi-Fi links from smartphone to the cloud can augment system performance (Sanaei et al., 2014). Also, rather than transferring VMs from smart-phones to the cloud, a mini-cloudlet (e.g., in a coffee shop) within closer proximity can be deployed to overcome problems with cloud-based expensive migration. A cloud-net consisting of a set of servers can help users in terms of on-demand resource assignment policies. However, the principal problems with using cloudlets are mobility and security.

Migrating a VM among DCs controlled and managed by the same owner is very common. However, an instance of different owners is challenging due to heterogeneous DC operating policies (Abolfazli et al., 2014; Nathuji et al., 2007; Shiraz et al., 2014; Travostino et al., 2010). For instance, suppose an application is hosted in a data center located in the USA and a major amount of application users are located in Malaysia. In this case, it would be beneficial to host the application in a data center near Malaysia (e.g. in Singapore) rather than USA. To consider these factors, VM migration controller can issues a request to migrate the application to a DC in Singapore which is operated and managed by a different company. However, the proposed idea raises several challenges, such as: What will be the charging policy for the VM in the new data center? How to ensure application privacy at the new location? How to ensure application content security? Moreover, how to enforce user confidentiality? In order to design a VM migration approach that considers inter-site migration among DCs with different operators, exploring the aforementioned issues is a must in order to design a highly scalable, flexible, and robust VM migration framework.

6. Conclusion and future works

In this paper, the notions of cloud computing, VM migration, storage migration, server consolidation, and dynamic voltage frequency scaling based power optimization are discussed. Current server consolidation and bandwidth optimization schemes are analyzed based on thematic taxonomies to highlight similarities and differences among existing schemes. Furthermore, issues with VM migration schemes are highlighted while challenges and trends in the VM migration domain are emphasized to open new research directions in order to design optimal VM migration models. Current server consolidation framework minimizes Data Center infrastructure using diverse modes to optimize power consumption. Several server consolidation frameworks co-locate VMs based on assorted factors, including mutual bandwidth, memory sharing capability, and system power budget to reduce DC computational cost. The server consolidation frameworks exploit centralized or decentralized architecture to dynamically consolidate servers. However, aggressive server consolidation degrades the application’s performance. Likewise, DVFS-enabled power optimization schemes lessen power consumption at the cost of application performance while migrating VMs over WAN/LAN links. VM migration over WAN link is intricate as it requires storage migration in addition to memory transfer. Large-sized data severely affect application performance during the VM migration process. To supress large-sized data, bandwidth optimization methods exploit deduplication, compression, throttling, and dynamic rate limiting methods to effectively utilize network capacity. However, these methods drain current system resources, which rigorously affect co-hosted workload performance.

The large size of VM memory, unpredictable workload nature, limited bandwidth capacity, restricted resource sharing, inability to accurately predict application demands, and aggressive migration decisions, call for dynamic, lightweight, adaptive, and optimal VM migration designs in order to improve application performance. The lightweight VM migration design can reduce the overall development efforts, augments the application performance, and can speed-up the processing in CDC. Further, the incorporation of dynamic workload behavior characteristics in the distributed VM migration schemes design appears to be an optimal solution for the issues of bandwidth extensive VM migration. Furthermore, the inclusion of heterogeneous, dedicated, and fast communication links for storage and VM memory transferring can augment the application performance by reducing total migration time and application service downtime.
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